Facility managers are well aware that attention to detail saves lives and supports business continuity and reputation. Protecting employees from the hazard of electrical arc flash should be at the forefront of safety thinking for owners and operators of electrical switchgear. Complacency and lack of duty of care with this real and possibly unquantified hazard can lead to serious injury to personnel and preventable fatalities.

With the best of intentions it is often difficult for owner/operators to decide how best to proceed in addressing the hazard. This paper will cover a practical risk assessment strategy which considers the hazards of prospective arc flash incident together with the cumulative effect of switchboard age, design, capability and condition. A simple and structured arc flash risk assessment process is proposed that can rank individual switchboards for the likelihood of exposing personnel to arc flash energy, the consequence and the risk of such exposure and thus provide direction for engineered remediation and capital expenditure.
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